By BARNS AND BARS  3, Q1:58.2s, BT 1:56.2 ($15,312); LOYZHONKEYTOKHERO 2, 2:00.2-’22, BT 1:58.2-‘23 ($31,572); RNKSLITTLEMISSANNE 2, 2:10.0h, 3, 2:00.2-’22, BT 2:04.4-‘22 ($8,715); DOCS BUNNY BARN

1st dam MALIA ANN by ARMBRO TROPICANA 3, 1:58.2s, BT 1:56.1s. From 6 foals, including a two-year-old of 2023, dam of 3 winners including-

- LOYZ SAY WHEN (g, Dangerous Thing) 3, 2:01.1, 4, 2:00.4-‘22, BT Q2:00.0-22 ($69,261) 3 wins. At 2, second in ICF S. div (twice); third in ICF S. div and final, The Cardinal div at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of IL State Fair S. div at Springfield; second in Dygert S. at Hawthorne; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc div at Lewistown. At 4, winner of Open fair at Altamont; second in IHHHA S fair at Cambridge, Open fair at Altamont; third in IHHHA S. div at Knoxville.

- RNKSLITTLEMISSANNE (f, Barns And Bars) 2, 2:18.0h-‘22, BT 2:04.4-‘22 ($71,301) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Illini Colt S. div at Martinsville; second in IL BIG 10 div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div (twice) and fair; third in Abe Lincoln div at Charleston.

- Mr Red Thunder (g, Thundercrack) Q2:03.3-‘22, BT 1:58.0 ($28,405). At 2, second in Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne; third in Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne. At 3, third in ICF S. div and leg at Hawthorne, The Erwin Dygert leg at Hawthorne.

- Dts Shotsunny (m, Dangerous Thing), Dam of RNKs Shotgunjesse. Now 3 etc. Rks Malia I Am (f, Barns And Bars). Now 2.

2nd dam CARDINAL SUMA 2, 2:04.0, BT 2:01.3 ($7,578) 1 win, by ARMBRO CHARGER 3, Q2:02.3. At 2, winner of Source Ann S. div at Balmoral Park. From 6 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

- REDROVER (g, Valley Victor) 2, 1:56.3 ($39,040) 5 wins. At 2, winner of ICF-Darn Safe S. at Duquoin State Fair, State Fair S. elim at Springfield; third in Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park.

- LOGANS EXPRESS (g, Psychic Spirit) 2, 2:20.0h, 3, 2:19.1h, BT 2:01.4 ($10,811) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in IDOA S. div at Springfield; third in Illini S. div at Urbana. At 3, second in Illini S. div at Lincoln.

3rd dam CARDINAL SAHUBRA 2, 2:06.0 ($59,473) 13 wins, by CARDINAL JAMIE 3, 2:03.0. From 18 foals, dam of 9 winners (1 in 1:56; 4 in 1:58) including-

- FEDERAL ARSENAL (g, Arsenal) 2, 2:00.3, 3, 1:56.2 ($326,709) 30 wins. At 2, winner of Cardinal S. final, IL Fair S. final, Lincoln Land S. final; second in IL Fair S. elim. At 3, winner of IL State Fair elim, Su Mac Lad, Su Mac Lad S. final; second in Galt Memorial div, IL State Fair final, Su Mac Lad S. elim.

- SKI SNOWBOY (g, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 1:57.4 ($71,301) 24 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div (twice); second in ICF S. div and final, The Erwin Dygert leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of Open fair at Altamont, The Erwin Dygert leg at Hawthorne.

- my uncle cuz 2, 1:58.0, BT 1:56.2s ($253,325) etc.

- my uncle steein 2, 1:56.2 ($287,876); ‘S REDMAN 3, 1:55.3 ($21,383)

- Cardinal LEXIE (m, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:01.2, 3, 1:57.0, BT 1:56.2s ($172,440) 11 wins. At 2, second in Hanover S. IL Fair S. div (twice) and final. At 3, winner of HHYF Series leg, IL Fair S. div (3 times), Lady Ann Reed S. elim and final, Lord Steward S, Su Mac Lad S. cons, Violet Series elim and final; second in ISOBA Sale S, Specs Boy S., Worthy Sally S. at Sportsmans Park; third in Hanover S, Windy Skeeter S. div. Dam of NEAR THE LIMIT 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:54.1, BT 1:53.4 ($377,876); RACE FAN 2, 1:56.3s, 3, 1:54.4, BT 1:53.0 ($157,201); TALE TO TELL 3, 1:59.3s, 4, 1:56.3s, BT 1:55.1s ($52,490) etc. granddam of MY UNCLE CUZ 2, 1:58.3s, 3, 1:54.4s, 1:52.0s ($414,191); MY MUSCLEMAN 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:56.1, 1:55.0f, BT 1:53.2 ($370,305); MARLEYS GUY 3, 1:58.0, 1:54.3h, BT 1:52.3 ($255,325) etc.